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About this guideAbout this guide

Edit and creating brushes in TwistedBrush Pro Studio is an advanced capability of the
software and designed for advanced users. However, ever tool you need to create and edit
brushes is available within every installation of TwistedBrush Pro Studio.
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Editing BrushesEditing Brushes
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Overview of Editing BrushesOverview of Editing Brushes

A brush in TwistedBrush Pro Studio is a combination of core brush style or variant, size,
density, opacity, color and brush effects. Brush effects are extremely powerful and play the
biggest role in determining how a brush will look.

1. Everything that defines a brush is exposed in these panels and dialog in TwistedBrush Pro
Studio, More details can be found in the Brush Adjustment Panel, Brush Options Dialog and
Brush Effects Panel topics. Additionally from the Brush Effects panel the UI Brush Control
Settings can be set.
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Using Brush Effect ModifiersUsing Brush Effect Modifiers

With Brush Effects Modifiers it is possible to adjust the behavior of a brush without any
knowledge of brush editing.

Step 1 : Original BrushStep 1 : Original Brush

1. The is the original brush that will be edited in this example.
2. Notice the brush effects that make up this brush.
3. This is the current look of this brush.

Note: When editing brushes, you are always editing the brush that is in the Brush Shortcuts.
Brushes in the ArtSet are not directly edited with the exception of using the Brush Options
dialog in the Edit ArtSet dialog. After editing a brush if you want to save it you can place it into
an ArtSet. See the topics on Editing ArtSets for more details.
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Step 2 : Select a Brush Effects ModifierStep 2 : Select a Brush Effects Modifier

1. Click the Brush Effects Modifier icon.
2. The Select Brush dialog will appear with special effect ArtSets displayed. Select a Category of

brush effect.
3. Select a specific brush effect. The dialog will automatically close after the selection and your

current brush will be updated with the brush effects selected.
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Step 3 : The ResultsStep 3 : The Results

1. Notice the additional brush effect now appears. This came from the Brush Effect Modifier.
2. Notice the wash appearance of the brush.

Note: If you want to revert back to the original brush just reselect it from the original ArtSet.
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Brush Strokes and Brush EffectsBrush Strokes and Brush Effects

A brush stroke in TwistedBrush Pro Studio is defined as the time from when the pen (or
mouse click) is placed to canvas moved and then released leaving paint, normally in some
form of a line, on the canvas. Within each stroke there are a series of paint dabs that get
placed on the canvas that make up the stroke. For each dab of paint in each stroke the
brush effects system is called on to do adjustments that are part of the configured brush
effects for the brush being used. Below is a small sampling of strokes with different brush
effects enabled to highlight the connection between strokes, dabs and effects.

A Stroke with No Active Brush EffectsA Stroke with No Active Brush Effects

1. A Brush Type of Covers with a variation of Fine coverage 50 percent feather is the core brush
type for this brush.

2. The 2 brush effects have been disabled as shown by the red circle on the left column. The
brush effects will not process the paint dabs in this example.

3. The active brush given a simple name.
4. This is a stroke that consists of just one dab of paint. It was created with a single tap of the

pen (or click of the mouse).
5. This is a more common stroke at consists of many paint dabs placed so close together it

looks like a single unit.
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A Stroke with Dabs SpacedA Stroke with Dabs Spaced

1. The first brush effects has been enabled. This brush effect cause the paint dabs to be
spaced.

2. Notice now this stroke is still made up of paint dabs but the paint dabs are spaced out so
that we can see each dab separate from the rest.
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A Stroke with Dabs Spaced and JitteredA Stroke with Dabs Spaced and Jittered

1. Now both brush effects are enabled. The Jitter brush effect will adjust the position of each
dab.

2. The paint dabs in this paint stroke are now spaced and randomly positioned.
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Brush Effects PanelBrush Effects Panel

The Brush Effects Panel is the heart of what makes brushes unique in TwistedBrush Pro
Studio.

1. The Core brush type is selected from this drop down.
2. The core brush variation is selected from this drop down.
3. The Status column allows for quickly turning an effect off or on with a single click. Green

means it is enable and red it is disabled.
4. The brush effect column is the primary brush effect. Clicking this field will popup a

categorized list of 100s of brush effects to choose from.
5. The brush effect envelope column defines how the brush effect will change over time or if it

is static.
6. The brush effect strength 10s column.
7. The brush effect strength 1s column.
8. The UI column field when clicked will bring up a dialog for setting User Interface Brush

Control Settings.
9. This column allows the dragging a brush effect column up or down.
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Creating Brush User Interface ControlsCreating Brush User Interface Controls

The Brush Control parameters allow for an easy way for users of a brush to tweak the
effects of a brush without needing ot know anything about brush editing.

Starting with a Simple BrushStarting with a Simple Brush

1. Here we have a simple brush called Simple Brush.
2. Notice we have 2 effects programmed for this brush.
3. Here is what the stroke looks like.

Changing the parameters for the 2 brush effects can be done in the Brush Effects panel, this
isn't hard if you are the creator of the brush, however if you share this brush with someone else
it is better to give them a user interface to modify the brush rather than expecting them to
understand how to edit brushes plus how to edit your brush.
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Launch the UI Brush Control Settings DialogLaunch the UI Brush Control Settings Dialog

1. Click this column for a Brush Effect to bring up the UI Brush Control Settings dialog.
2. The UI Brush Control Settings dialog.

Configure the Brush Control SettingsConfigure the Brush Control Settings

1. Enter a descriptive name. This is what will appear in the Brush Control panel.
2. Enter the minimum value for the brush effect.
3. Enter the maximum value for the brush effect.
4. Click the OKOK button.
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Seeing the ResultsSeeing the Results

1. Now the Brush Control panel automatically appears for this brush.
2. Notice that adjusting the slider in the Brush Control panel updates the Brush Effects panel.
3. Now changing the slider will give different effects for your stroke.
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FinishedFinished

1. An additional Brush Control setting was done for the Jitter brush effects and called
Scramble. Notice the Brush Effects panel does not need to be shown now to tweak this
brush, only adjusting the 2 exposed sliders can greatly alter the effects of this brush without
the brush user needing to understand anything about brush editing.

2. Here is the stroke with the changes to the sliders as shown.
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